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WEB-BASED DEVELOPER
JAMES BARNEY

 jamesbarney513@gmail.com  BremenMask.github.io  513-485-4009    Cleveland, Ohio
 linkedin.com/james-barney513/  jamesbarney513 

SUMMARY A highly motivated, dedicated team member with a strong attention to
peer relation and detail. Adaptable C#/.NET programming ally with a focus
on making use of and applying technical problem solving and maintaining
an e�cient work environment through the use of understanding web-
based systems, function and technical problem solving. 

EDUCATION We Can Code IT Certificate of Software Development Sept. '20  to Dec. '20 

Planned, designed, and developed professionally programmed applications in collaborative team-
based and independent settings, demonstrating the pro�ciency to earn Software Development
Certi�cate

EMPLOYMENT Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Cleveland, Ohio
Sales Associate Apr. '19  to Sept. '20 

Maintained accurate product records and money handling using Point-of-Sales systems as well as
engaging with sta� and clientele to produce a positive work environment

Fridrich's Bicycle Cleveland, Ohio
Junior Sales Representative/ Repair Technician Apr. '18  to Jan. '19 

Promoted, appraised and sold product merchandise, updated inventory using Microsoft Excel and
engage with patrons in a professional manner 

Bd's Mongolian Grill Cleveland, Ohio
Food Server Feb. '17  to Apr. '18 

Assisted customers with menu choices regarding food and spirits in an informative, helpful and social
fashion; suggesting additional items when germane using interpersonal skills 

Shagbark Seed & Mill Cincinnati, Ohio
Contract Product Demonstrator Feb. '16  to Sept. '16 

Worked independently to develop unique ways to demonstrate merchandise and answer questions for
the purpose of creating public interest in buying product; communicated success to the contractor
weekly using Microsoft Excel and email communication 

Son of a Preacher Man Cincinnati, Ohio
Head Waiter Dec. '15  to Aug. '16 

Displayed enthusiasm and motivation while developing and maintaining positive working relationships
with peers to reach business goals, routinely supported other areas of the restaurant as requested

Waiter Jan. '15  to Dec. '15 

Accurately prepared and delivered orders in correct fashion for guests at an exceptional pace while
maintaining individual and team duties  

TECH TOOLBOX WEB TOOLS: C#, .NET Core, ASP .NET, JavaScript, MVC, HTML, CSS, TDD, Agile (Scrum),
Object Oriented Programming (OOP), AJAX, JSON, Restful APIs, Structured Query Language (SQL),
GitHub

VOLUNTEERING Toastmasters International · Chapter Member Fall '20  to Current

Cleveland, Ohio
Delivered, prepared and extemporaneously conveyed speeches as well as evaluations of other
speakers

Hunger Network · Food Rescue Volunteer Spring '20  to Current

Cleveland, Ohio
Served as a volunteer driver to promptly deliver food donations to nonpro�ts in the community that
feed individuals and families facing food insecurity
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